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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 19, 1986 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

PAT BUCHAN~ 

IRAN/CONTRAGATE 
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Have given much thought to our "problem" since our conversation 
of a week ago. And here is how I see it. 

On the defensive side (i.e. Is the President perceived as leading 
the investigation, rather than participating in some cover up?) 
we have done fairly well. The call for an Independent Counsel, 
the promise (and delivery) of co-operation with the Committees, 
the request for "use immunity" all bespeak a President who has 
nothing to worry about, who wants the full story made public. 

However, the silence of Poindexter and North is still a cloud 
hanging over this Presidency that we cannot ourselves remove, and 
which the liberal Democrats have no interest in removing. They 
are looking to full-blown Watergate-style hearings in both Houses 
this coming year. Also, the President is yet perceived as being 
the prisoner of events, not being fully in command. He has not 
been seen much of late; and -- given the holidays and the 
surgery -- will not be seen much before the SOTU. 

How do we lance this boil; how do we get the President not only 
in front of this issue, but this issue behind us, so we are not 
preoccupied with it for the next six months of the Reagan 
Presidency. 

OPTIONS 

A) The President again insists that "use immunity" be provided, 
and warns the committee that in the absence of same, he may 
consider a pardon to get the full story out, now. National 
interest demands it. (Some courageous soul might trial 
balloon this one to ascertain reaction.) 

B) The President calls in Poindexter and North and asks them -
nay, directs them -- as on-duty military officers to relay 
what they know of this to the Hill, tells them at the same 
time he realizes that they were acting in pursuit of the 
President's policy1 if not explicitly on presidential 
orders. And announces publicly that he has done this. (If, 
of course, they refuse, the burden, however, is then on the 
President to cashier them from the service.) 
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C) The President pardons both men, and directs them to tell all 
they know to the Hill -- after they come in and tell him 
what they know. A major firestorm here -- but it could 
bring an earlier conclusion. 

D) We make an effort publicly to get both John and Ollie to 
make public statements -- strictlv limited to "What did the 
President know?" 

E) We do nothing more re: John and Ollie. 

Have no other immediate ideas for getting the story "out" and 
carving the President away from it. 

On Re-asserting Leadership 

If the President is going to re-establish his authority, it will 
have to be done dramatically -- else leadership is going to pass 
quickly away from his Presidency. To re-assert it, he needs to 
deal in "Big" issues -- issues of profound moment and deep 
controversy. Almost, by definition, these are foreign and 
defense policy matters. Herewith is a list of steps that might 
be taken -- which are consistent with the President's philosophy 
and beliefs and agenda, which could focus national attention away 
from Irangate, and would bring the President's natural coalition 
in behind him. 

A) A Presidential request that the Senate bring up -- and 
defeat -- the Salt II Treaty. 

B) A Presidential decision to deploy SDI by a date certain in 
the future. 

C) A Presidential decision to begin deployment of an ABM 
System -- that is permitted by the ABM Treaty, leading to 
eventual deployment of SDI. 

D) A Presidential declaration that the objective of the United 
States is now the "liberation" of Nicaragua from the Soviet 
Bloc, coupled with a break in diplomatic relations -- making 
Central America the issue of 1987. 

E) A Presidential Summit Conference on Southern Africa, along 
the lines of the plan drawn up and discussed last year. 

F) A Presidential enunciation and expansion of the "Reagan 
Doctrine" of supporting anti-Communist movements worldwide, 
which would be a rallying point for his people. 
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If, however, the President makes a dramatic move in the other 
direction -- toward an INF Agreement, based on the "Zero option," 
or the Bowen Catastrophic Health Plan, as his great domestic 
legacy, he will win Democratic applause -- but split his 
coalition and party and base in so doing. The same -- in 
spades -- would occur with a Presidential decision to go for a 
full-fleged arms control agreement along the lines of 
Reykjavik -- with any concessions on SDI. 

But whichever route the President chooses to travel, we must be 
bold. If we merely move to accommodate an existing centrist 
consensus, then lame duckery will set in, quickly, finally and 
permanently. 

Dealing with Irangate 

Still believe that we should consider appointment of a Special 
Counsellor, with a rank comparable to the Chief of Staff, a 
lawyer-politician who can handle the entire Irangate franchise, 
who will oversee selection and dispatch of documents, who will be 
assisted by a Korologos-type legislative old hand, a tough 
customer, who will have in turn a spokesperson in Larry's shop, 
when it is reconsituted (see attached). Because these hearings 
are going to move, more and more, into political struggles --
with the Democrats using them to maximize damage on the Reagan 
Presidency and image -- we will need there people who know 
something about waging public political warfare -- and can draw 
blood as well as deliver memoranda. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 19, 1986 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

FROM: PAT BUCHANAN 

This is a followup to our Wednesday meeting. At this time, I 
cannot conceive of a communications plan that will allow 
peak-period White House business to go forward in January, 
uninterrupted by Iran issues. No matter what we say, dissolution 
will show. I offer a two track White House mechanism to get past 
crunch of Budget and SOTU. 

90 Day Special Counsellor -- Appoint a Special Counsellor to head 
a "Swat Team" to deal exclusively with the Iran/Contra issue. 
Goals: 1) Day-to-day management and tracking of all aspects of 
the Iran issue; 2) Restore the President's standing. 

The Special Counsellor should have standing equal to the Chief of 
Staff and direct access to President; be able to command White 
House resources; impact the President's schedule; shape events; 
oversee and sign off on statements and speech materials. He 
should come equipped to provide the President with sage advice on 
legal and legislative matters and external relations. 

The Counsellor should be provided three substantive detailees 
(White House experience), full time for 90 days, and staff 
support as necessary. The detailees should bring experience to 
accommodate three areas of particular importance. 

o Legal Advice -- Individual works with Counsel's office, DOJ, 
Tower Commission (as appropriate). 

o Legislative affairs -- Work with White House and agency 
legislative shops to direct resources, identify hot spots, 
and provide intercession where necessary. 

o External relations -- Create and disseminate materials and 
work support groups. Work with White House Staff Secretary; 
Public Affairs, OPL, Speech Writers, Political Affairs, to 
orchestrate support for RR. 

I believe this arrangement would be viewed as a positive 
development on the outside. It is difficult now, but soon will 
become impossible for you or anyone else on staff, likewise 
concerned with State of the Union and the Budget, to track all 
aspects of the Iran/Contra issue. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 19, 1986 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

PAT BUCHANAN 

IRAN/CONTRAGATE 

Have given much thought to our "problem" since our conversation 
of a week ago. And here is how I see it. 

On the defensive side (i.e. Is the President perceived as leading 
the investigation, rather than participating in some cover up?) 
we have done fairly well. The call for an Independent Counsel, 
the promise (and delivery) of co-operation with the Committees, 
the request for "use immunity" all bespeak a President who has 
nothing to worry about, ~ wants the full story made public. 

Ho , • ence of Poindexter and North is still a cloud 
anging over thi Presidency that we cannot ourselves remove, and 

which the liberal Democrats have no interest in removing. They 
are looking to full-blown Watergate-style hearings in both Houses 
this coming year. Also, the President is yet perceived as being 
the prisoner of events, not being fully in command. He has not 
been seen much of late; and -- given the holidays and the 
surgery -- will not be seen much before the SOTU. 

How do we lance this boil; how do we get the President not only 
in front of this issue, but this issue behind us, so we are not 
preoccupie~ with it for the next six months of the Reagan 
Presidency. 

OPTIONS 

A) The President again insists that "use immunity" be provided, 
and warns the committee that in the absence of same, he may 
consider a pardon to get the full story out, now. National 
interest demands it. (Some courageous soul might trial 
balloon this one to ascertain reaction.) 

B) The President calls in Poindexter and North and asks them -
nay, directs them -- as on-duty military officers to relay 
what they know of this to the Hill, tells them at the same 
time he realizes that they were acting in pursuit of the 
President's policy, if not explicitly on presidential 
orders. And announces publicly that he has done this. (If, 
of course, they refuse, the burden, however, is then on the 
President to cashier them from the service.) 
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If, however, the President makes a dramatic mo~ ward an INF 
Agreement, based on the "Zero option," or the Bowen Catastrophic 
Health Plan, as his great domestic legacy, he will win Democratic 
applause -- but split his coalition and party and base in so 
doing. The same -- in spades -- would occur with a Presidential 
decision to go for a full-fleged arms control agreement along the 
lines of Reykjavik -- with any concessions on SDI. . .,,~ -i/1', 
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But whichever route the President chooses travel, we must be 
bold. If we merely move to accommodate consensus, then lame 
duckery will set in, quickly, finally and permanently . 

Dealing with Irangate 

Still believe that we should consider appointment of a Special 
Counsellor, with a rank comparable to the Chief of Staff, a 
lawyer-politician who can handle the entire Irangate franchise, 
who will oversee selection and dispatch of documents, who will be 
assisted by a Korologos-type legislative old hand, a tough 
customer, who will have in turn a spokesperson in Larry's shop, 
when it is reconsituted (see attached). Because these hearings 
are going to move, more and more, into political struggles --
with the Democrats using them to maximize damage on the Reagan 
Presidency and image -- we will need there people who know 
something about waging public political warfare -- and can draw 
blood as well as deliver memoranda. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 19, 1986 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

FROM: PAT BUCHANAN 

1~: ('~..,'fML 
Have given much thought to our "problem" since our conversation 
of a week ago. And here is how I see it. 

On the defensive side (i.e. Is the President perceived as leading 
the investigation, rather than participating in some cover up?) 
we have done fairly well. The call for an Independent Counsel, 
the promise (and delivery) of co-operation with the Committees, 
the request for "use immunity" all bespeak a President who has 
nothing to worry about, and who wants the full story made public. 

However, the silence of Poindexter and North is still a cloud 
hanging over this Presidency that we cannot ourselves remove, and 
which the liberal-Democrats have no interest in removing. They 
are looking to full-blown Watergate-style hearings in both Houses 
this coming year. Also, the President is yet perceived as being 
the prisoner of events, not being fully in command. He has not 
been seen much of late; and -- given the holidays and the 
surgery -- will not be seen much before the SOTU. 

How do we lance this boil; how do we get the President not only 
in front of this issue, but this issue behind us, so we are not 
preoccupied with it for the next six months of the Reagan 
Presidency. 

OPTIONS 

A) 
,{N£U1J 

The President again s~ud'"'s that "use immunity" be provided, 
warns the committee that in the absence of same, he may 

a pardon to get the full story out, now. National 
• • ( /,--1,~,~ interest demands it. Some courageous soul might trial ~, -
balloon this one to ascertain reaction.) 

B) The President calls in Poindexter and North and as 
nay, directs them -- as on-duty military offic 
what they know of this to the Hill, tells t at the same 
time he realizes that they were acting i pursuit of the 
President's policy, if not explicitly presidential 
orders. And announces publicly tha e has done this. (If, 
of course, they refuse, the burde~ is then on the President 
to cashier them from the service.) 



D) 

The President pardons men, and directs them to tell all 
they know to the Hill - after they come in and tell him 
what they know. A fire storm here H but it could bring 
an earlier conclusion , ~ 1 ,,,,.. ~ .._;/'ii'"'' ti 
We make Weffort l ; o get both John and Ollie to make public 
statements -- strictly limited to "What did tbe President 
know?" -

Have no other immediate ideas for getting the story "out" and 
carving the President away from it. 

On Re-asserting Leadership 

If the President is going to establish his authority, it will 
have to be done dramatical else leadership is going to pass 
quickly away from his P sidency. To re-assert it, he needs to 
deal in "Big" issues - issues of profound moment and deep 
controversy. --, by definition, these are foreign and defense 
policy matters. Herewith is a list of steps that might be 
taken -- which are consistent with the President's philosophy and 
beliefs and agenda, which could focus national attention away 
from Irangate, and would bring the President's natural coalition 
in behind him. 

A) A Presidential request that the Senate bring up - - and 
defeat -- the Salt II Treaty. 

B) A Presidential decision to deploy SDI by a date certain in 
the future. 

C) A Presidential decision to begin deployment of an ABM 
System -- that is permitted by the ABM Treaty, leading to 
eventual deployment of SDI. 

D) A Presidential declaration that the objective of the United 
States is now the "liberation" of Nicaragua from the Soviet 
Bloc, coupled with a break in diplomatic relations -- making 
Central America the issue of 1987. 

E) A Presidential Summit Conference on Southern Africa, along 
the lines of the plan drawn up and discussed last year. 

A Presidential enunciation and expansion of the "Reagan 
Doctrine" of $upporting anti-Communist movements worldwide, 
which would be a rallying point for his people. .;,-

'however, the President me ve-s toward an INF Agreement, base 
on the "Zero option," or the Bowen Catastrophic Health Plal) s 
his great domestic legacy, he will win Democratic ~ -- but 
split his coalition and party and base in so doing. Th same -
in spades -- would occur with a Presidential decision t go for a 
full-fleged arms control agreement along the lines of 
Reykjavik -- w1z;:·th concessions ~ on SDI. 

Ali"f 
~.-tit!✓~ 



But whichever route the President chooses to travel, ~ st he 
bold. If we merely move to accommodate a consensus, then 
lame duckery will set in, quickly, finally and permanently. 

Dealing with Irangate 

Still believe that we should consider appointment of a Special 
Counsellor, with a rank comparable to the Chief of Staff, a 
lawyer-politician who can handle the entire Irangate franchise, 
who will oversee selection and dispatch of documents, who will be 
assisted by a Korologos-type legislative old hand, a tough 
customer, who will have in turn a spokesperson in Larry' s shop, 
when it is reconsituted (see attached). Because these hearings 
are going to move, more and more, into political struggles - -
with the Democrats using them to maximize damage on the Reaga n 
Presidency and image -- we will need there people who know 
something about waging public political warfare -- and can draw 
blood as well as deliver memoranda. 



MEMORANDUM TO THE CHIEF OF STAFF 

From Pat Buchanan 

12:ave given much thought to our "problem" since our conversatio 

of a week ago. And here is how I see it. 
~ hu11..r/ 

~~n the \ efensive side (i.e. Is the ••••••• Perceived as 

leading the investigation , rather than particupating in some cover 

we have done fairly well. The call for an Independent Counsel, the 

promise (and delivery) of co-operation with the Committees, the request 

for "use immunity" all bespeak a President who has nothing to worry 

about, and who wants the full story made public . q 

~ owever, the silence of Poindexter and North ~ sti1Vc1oud.) 

hanging over this Preside~wlf:i we Cannot ourselves remove, and which 

the liberal-Democrats have no interest in removing. They are looking to 

full l.:lown Watergate-style hearin{ in both Hous t this coming year. 

Also, the President is yet perf eived as being the prisoner of events, 
\ C "'' .,.,.,,ti/ 

• not being ~Vy in J( ¢ kl He has not been seen much of 1 ate ; and 

----given thj1o}1ays and the surgery---will not be seen much before SOTU 

How do we lance this boil; how do we get the President not 

only in front of this issue, but this issue behind us, so we are not 

preoccupied with it ¼MXKMM for the next six months of the Reagan 

Presidency. 



OPTIONS 

A) The President 
~~ 

and warns¼hat in the absence 

full story out, now. 

demands that "use immunity" be provided 

same, he may grant a pardon to get the 

courageous soul might trial balloon 

this one to ascertain reaction.) 

B) The President calls in Poindexter and North and asks them 

-~-nay, directs them---as on-duty military officers to relay what they 
~ > -knwo of this to the Hill, tells them e at the same time - he reali-

Ac7/Nf --
zes that th~ we·re J 1 • I W in pursuit of the President's policy, if 

not explici~ on presidential orders. And 

announces publicly th$e has done this. {r f, of course, they refuse, 

the burden i ~ the President to cashier them frone the service .) 

C) The President pardons both men, and ~ directs them to 

tell all they know to the Hill----after they come in and tell him what 

they know. A real firestorm here, but it could bring 

conclusion. 

D) 

an earlier 

We make 

an effort to get both John and Ollie to make public statements----
~ 

- strictly limited to "What did the President Know?" -
Have not other immeidate ideas for getting tM¼KXK~KX~ the 

story QI.M~ "out" and carving the President away from it. 



On ~ serting Leadership 

8,.£ the President is going to re-establish his authority, 

it .-it will have to be done dramatically---else leadership is going 

to pass quickly away from his Presidency. To re-assert it, he needs 

to deal in ".Big" issues---issues of profound moment and deep 

controversy. Also, by definition, these are foreign and defense policy 

matters. Herewith is a - list of -- steps that might be taken 

---which are consistent with the President's philosophy and beliefs 

and agenda, - which could focus national attention away from Irangate - -::, 

and would bring the President's - natural coalition in behind 

him. 

A) A Presidentical request that the Senate bring up---and 

defeat---the SALT II Treaty. 

B) A Presidential decision to deplo.iDI by a date certain 

in the future. 

C) A Presidential decision to beging deployment of an ABM 

System---that is permitted by the ABM Treaty, leading to eventual 

deployment of SDI. 
~~IM.A1'~ 

D) A Presidential ~ r I uu L ,;~'.h at the objective of the Uni td 
_ ~ .J; vle,,7 JIit. , c.__} 

Staes is now the "liberation" of Nicaragua from ~ pled with 

a break in diplomatic relations---making 

the issue of 1987. 

Central America 

E) a Presidential Summit Conference on Southern 
~ 

Africa, along the lines of the plan drawn up and discussed last year. 

F) A Presidential enunciation and expansion of the 3 
✓• ,, 

Reagan Doctrine of Supporting anti-Communist movements worldwide, which 

would be a • rallying point for his people. 



Ll.f, however, the President moves toward an INF Agreement, 
!'' ~ . '°4'..!U 

based on the "Zero option,' or~ tastrophic Heal t ~ as his - great 

domestic legacy, he will win Democratic support---but split his 

coalition and party and base in so doing. The same----in spades--

would occur with a Presidential decision to go for a full-fleged arms 
........ 

control agreement along the lines of Reykjavik---with concessions 

added on SDI. 

}!ut whichever route the President chooses to travel, we -

msut be bold. If we merely move to accommodate a consensus, the 
fv , ·c k/'f 

then lame d~ ery will set in, finally 

and permanetly. 

Dealing with Irangate 

Still believe that we should consider appointment of a Spe~ al 

Counsellor, with a rank - comparable to the Chie_ff Staff, a laywer

politician who can handle the entire Irangate franchise, who will overse 

selection and dispatch of documents, who will be assisted by a Kor{ologo 

type legislative old hand, a tough customer, who will 

shop, when it is 

have in turn a 
(44( """"'- ,J., ~ J 

reconst"i tu~ spokesperson in Larry's -

Because ... these hearings tr~ are goin~ move, more and more, into 

political struggles---with the Democrats using them to maximize damage 

on the Reagan Presidency and i.t'mage---l!ltwe will need there people who 

know something about waging public political 
~ ~/4~~ 

wnrfaref'---and can draw blood as well as ~ ·r memoranda. 
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THE WHITE HOU S E 

WASHINGTON 

December 12, 1986 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE 

FROM: PAT 

CHIEF OF STAFF 

BUCHANANW 

9--
This is a followup to our Wednesday meeting. 
cannot conceive of a communications plan that 
peak-period White House business to go forward in J 
uninterrupted by Iran issues. No matter 
will show. 
for ~uida~ce on the Iran 
White House mechanism to get 

y, 

I 

ion 

90 Day Special Counsellor -- Appoint a Special Counsellor to head 
a "Swat Team" to deal exclusively with the Iran/Contra issue. 
Goals: 1) Day- to- day management and tracking of all aspects of 
the Iran issue; 2) JS f , ; estore the President's standing . .. 
The Special Counsellor should have standing equal to the Chief of 
Staff and direct access to President; be able to command White 
House resources; impact the President's schedule; shape events; 
oversee and sign off on statements and speech materials. He 
should come equipped to provide the President with sage advice on 
legal and legislative matters and external relations. 

The Counsellor should be provided three substantive detailees 
(White House experience), full time for 90 days, and staff 
support as necessary. The detailees should bring experience to 
accommodate three areas of particular importance. 

o Legal Advice -- Individual works with Counsel's office, DOJ, 
Tower Commission (as appropriate). 

o Legislative affairs -- Work with White House and agency 
legislative shops to direct resources, identify hot spots, 
and provide intercession where necessary. 

o External relations -- Create and disseminate materials and 
work support groups. Work with White House Staff Secretary; 
Public Affairs, OPL, Speech Writers, Political Affairs, to 
orchestrate support for RR. 

I believe this arrangement would be viewed as a positive 
development on the outside. It is difficult now, but soon will 
become impossible for you or anyone else on staff, likewise 
concerned with State of the Union and the Budget, to track all 
aspects of the Iran/Contra issue. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 17, 1986 

MEMORANDUM FOR DONALD T. REGAN 

FROM: WILLIAM L. BALL, IIIh--

Subject: House select comm,..il.t..ee on Iran 
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s2eaker-elect__? im Wrig~!- ~ i __!<_~p~_b lica~ Leaggr ob ~Mi~hel 
announce t e ol i ow1ng Me,!i'\!?~ r3.. "~ f t~ H~u ~ to ~s e...L~e on- the 
select committee to investigate the Iran/Contra matter: - -------

~ DEMOCRAT REPUBLICAN 

Lee Hamilton (Chairman) 
Dante Fascell (Vice Chairman) 
Edward Boland 
Ed Jenkins 
Les Aspin 
Tom Foley 
Peter Rodino 
Jack Brooks 
Louis Stokes. 

Dick Cheney (Ranking) 
William Broomfield 
Henry Hyde 
Jim Courter 
Bill Mccollum 
Michael DeWine 



EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 
TO THE SECRETARY 

! 

! 
I 
I 



TH E SECR E TAR Y OF T H E IN TERIOR 

WASHINGTON 

THANKSGIVING DAY MESSAGE TO DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
EMPLOYEES 

FROM 

SECRETARY DON HODEL 

November 26, 1986 

Tomorrow, we join our fellow Americans in giving thanks to God 
for all the blessings He has bestowed upon us. This year, 
Barbara and I celebrate Thanksgiving Day in Switzerland, where 
I have been on business for the last several days. I have 
thought about the many things for which we should be thankful 
and wanted to share with my fellow employees some of my 
feelings. But, as I began to put on paper some of my 
thoughts, it occurred ~o me that I cannot improve upon 
President Reagan's Thanksgiving Day Proclamation to the 
Nation, which I will be privileged to read to an American 
Thanksgiving service in Bern tomorrow. 

I urge you to read and take to heart the President's message. 
Please share it with your families, for the President so 
clearly and movingly describes why it is that we truly should 
be grateful t6 God. As he states, "rooted deeply in our 
Judeo-Christian heritage, the practice of offering 
thanksgiving underscores our unshakeable belief in God as the 
foundation of our Nation and our firm reliance upon Him from 
Whom all blessings flow." 

Because of my absence from Washington, I have missed many of 
the media accounts of the current events which appear to have 
generated so much excitement in the United States. I think 
you should know that, in virtually every speech, I make the 
point that serving this President is the greatest privilege of 
my life because he has changed the course of our Nation for 
the better. 

The people with whom I have met on my current trip to Europe 
clearly recognize that President Reagan's leadership of our 
great Nation and his profound commitment to the principles and 
values of our Founders have restored faith and confidence in 
America. 

I urge you to join with me in giving the President support as 
he end e avors to secure further the God-given blessings of 
peace and fr ee dom for all mankind. 
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THE WHITE H !. 

WASHIN~SE 

December 5, 1986 

DONALD T. REGAN: 

FYI and return to my 
office. 

David Chew 
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Date December 10, 1986 

For: Dr. Alton G. Keel, Jr. 
National Security Council 
The White House 

Reference: 
')L.. 

To: __ P_r_e_s_i_'d_e_n_t_R_e_a_g~a_n _____ From: _____ Y-i-·t=z-b_a_h~S~b~a=m~i~r ___ _ 

Date: December 4, 1986 

President's letter of December 2 ../l..V 

Referral Dated: IDf ,,~0 --------------

The attached item was sent directly to the 
Department of State 

(if any) 

Action Taken: 

X 

Remarks: 

A draft reply is attached. 

A draft reply will be forwarded. 

A translation is attached. 

An information copy of a direct reply is attached. 

We believe no response is necessary for the reason 
cited below. 

The Department of State has no objection to the 
proposed travel. 

Other. 

The attached is in response to President Reagan's letter 

of December 2, 1986. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
(Classification) 
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Nichol ~ att 

Executive Secretary 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

SUBJECT: 

8637345 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

Wa shin gton, D .C. :?0520 

December 8, 1986 

Mr. Rodney B. McDaniel 
National Security Council 

Alerting NSC on Presidential 
Correspondence 

Enclosed is the original of a letter to President Reagan 
from Prime Minister Shamir dated 12/4/86. 
which is transmitted for your information. 

This correspondence was received in the Information Management 
Section of the Executive Secretariat on 12/ 5/86 . 

Dire~S/S-l 
Information Management Section 

Executive Secretariat 
647-3836 



EMBASSY OF 

WASHINGTON, D . C. 

8637345 

SNit.," ri,i"i~t., 
iiC ~~~rv, 

A0/888 4 December 1986 

Dear Mr. President, 

I have been asked by Prime Minister Shamir to transmit 
to you the following message: 

"Dear Ron, 

Thank you for your kind message of December 2. 
As always, I was touched by your warm words about 
the relationship between our two countries, which 
I wholeheartedly endorse. I appreciate your 
sharing your thoughts with me on the problem of 
Iran and am in agreement with you on the policy 
objectives relating to Iran, especially regarding 
the need to keep open some line of communication 
with the leadership of that country . By this means 
we might enable it to embark on a process, albeit 
slow, to return to the community of nations and 
discourage it from involvement in international 
terrorism which has become a menace to civilized 
society. We continue to offer any assistance we 
can in order to achieve these objectives. 

At the same time we understand very well your 
decision to reaffirm your neutrality in the Iran
Iraq war, and your approach to the transfer of 
arms to Iran. 

.. /2 

I 



. .. 

EMBASSY OF ISRAEL 

WASHINGTON, D . C. 

- 2 -

I know that these are difficult times for you. 
We wish you strength and tenacity to resolve the 
problems speedily so that your leadership of the 
Free World will be enhanced. On our part, we 

SN-,~" r,,-,.,..,;i~ 
p~,~,c,, 

will continue to work with you towards strengthening 
our relations, and towards the widening of the 
orbit of peace and stability in our area. 

I look forward to meeting you soon. 

Very sincerely, 

President Ronald Reagan 
The White House 
Washington D.C. 

Yitzhak" 

Sincerely, 

Meir Rosenne 
Ambassador 



MEMORANDUM FOR : 

SUBJECT: 

8637345 

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

W ashington, D .C. 20520 

December 8, 1986 
/ 

l 
l 

Mr. Rodney B. McDaniel 
National Security Council 

Alerting NSC on Presidential 
Correspondence 

Enclosed is the original of a letter to President Reagan 
from Prime Minister Shamir dated 12/4/86. 
which is transmitted for your information . 

This correspondence was received in the Information Management 
Section of the Executive Secretariat on 12/5/86. 

DireJ1t;SIS-I 
Information Management Section 

Executive Secretariat 
647-3836 



86373 45 

EMBASSY OF IS RAEL 

WASHINGTON , D . C. 

SN-itv" .n,-,,.,,rv 
i'l~J~~tt;, 

A0/888 4 December 1986 

Dear Mr. President, 

I have been asked by Prime Minister Shamir to transmit 
to you the following message: 

"Dear Ron, 

Thank you for your kind message of December 2. 
As always, I was touched by your warm words about 
the relationship between our two countries, which 
I wholeheartedly endorse. I appreciate your 
sharing your thoughts with me on the problem of 
Iran and am in agreement with you on the policy 
objectives relating to Iran, especially regarding 
the need to keep open some line of communication 
with the leadership of that country. By this means 
we might enable it to embark on a process, albeit 
slow, to return to the community of nations and 
discourage it from involvement in international 
terrorism which has become a menace to civilized 
society. We continue to offer any assistance we 
can in order to achieve these objectives. 

At the same time we understand very well your 
decision to reaffirm your neutrality in the Iran
Iraq war, and your approach to the transfer of 
arms to Iran. 

. . /2 

DECLASSIFIED 
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EMBASSY -OF ISRAEL 

WASHINGTON , D. C . 

- 2 -

I know that these are difficult time.s for you. 
We wish you strength and tenacity to resolve the 
problems speedily so that your leadership of the 
Free World will be enhanced. On our part, we 

SN,t!'" r,,,.,,:1t!' 
11~;1~,rv, 

will continue to work with you towards strengthening 
our relations, and towards the widening of the 
orbit of peace and stability in our area. 

I look forward to meeting you soon. 

Very sincerely, 

President Ronald Reagan 
The White House 
Washington D.C. 

Yitzhak" 

Sincerely, 

Meir Rosenne 
Ambassador 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 9, 1986 

MEMORANDUM FOR PETER WALLISON 
ALTON KEEL 

FROM: WILLIAM L. BALL, III<\"!( ~/ 

Subject: Presidential Letter to Congressman Solomon 

Congressman Solomon sent the attached note and press release to 
the President regarding the Iranian arms sal~ I would like the 
President to send the attached acknowledgement. 

I would appreciate your comments by noon today. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 9, 1986 

MEMORANDUM FOR PETER WALLISON 
ALTON KEEL 

FROM: WILLIAM L. BALL, IIIf 

Subject: Presidential Letter to Congressman Solomon 

Congressman Solomon sent the attached note and press release to 
the President regarding the Iranian arms sale. I would like the 
President to send the attached acknowledgement. 

I would appreciate your comments by noon today. 



Dear Jerry: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

I am deeply grateful for your warm letter of 
encouragement. While you may not agree with 
all of the actions I authorized with regard 
to Iran, I know you support the purpose 
behind our policy in that troubled part of 
the world: to end the war in the Middle 
East, to prevent Soviet expansionism, to halt 
terrorism and to gain the release of our 
American hostages. 

Jerry, thank you for your support over the 
years, and particularly now during these 
stormy times. You have long been a trusted 
ally and valued friend. 

Nancy joins me in wishing you and your family 
all the best at this very special time of 
year. 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable Gerald B. Solomon 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 20515 



. GERAL~ B. SOLOMON 
MEMBER OF CONGRESS 

24TH DISTRICT. NEW YORK 

ROOM 2342 RAYBURN BUILDING 
WASHINGTON, DC 20515 

(202) 225--5614 

GASLIGHT SQUARE 
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY 128611 

(518) 587-9800 

CHAIRMAN, 
HOUSE TASK FORCE ON AMERICAN 

PRISONERS OF WAR AND 
MISSING IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 

MEMBER 
HOUSE TASK FORCE ON 

NATIONAL DEFENSE 

~ongrtss of tht ilnittd ~tatts 
'11\onst of Rqirtsmtatinu 

Washington, fl~ 20515 

December 3, 1986 

Honorable Ronald R. Reagan 
President of the United States 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. President: 

COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN AFF.~IRS 

SUBCOMMITTEES: 

HUMAN RIGHTS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
(RANKING REPUBLICAN MEMBER) 

ASIAN AND PACIFIC AFFAIRS 

COMMITTEE ON VETERANS' AFFAIRS 

SUBCOMMITTEES: 
COMPENSATION. PENSION AND INSURANCE 

(RANKING REPUBLICAN MEMBER) 

HOSPITALS AND HEALTH CARE 

EDUCATION, TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT 

I just want you to kpow that in my book you and the presidency 
are still the best thing that's happened to America in a long long time. 

As I told you right after the Iowa Caucus when we were all a 
little down, I would 11 Follow you to the end of the Earth 11 

•••• and nothing 
will ever change that commitment , 

Keep your chin up high and . . . ... 11 lets win another one for the 
Gipper" . 

enc . 

Regards to that wonderful woman, Nancy. 

SOLOMON 
Congress 

----------------------- DISTRICT OFFICES-----------------------

581 COLUMBIA TU"NJl'tKE 

EAIT GflHNIUIH, NY 1 208 1 
5111-477-2703 

14 CENTER sr-.uT 

RHINEBECK, NY 12572 

914-876-2200 

4 19 WUREN STIIEET 

HUDSON. NY 12534 
51B-828-0181 

21 BAY STflUT 

GLENS FALLS. NY 12801 

518-792-3031 



Congressma,, Jerry 

So 
SERVING THE 24TH DISTRICT, NEW YORK 

------------------WASHINGTON OFFICE------------------
-- - 227 Cannon Office Building __ _ House of fLepresenta.tives=="---'W=a=sh=in~g--=ton='-'-1 =D=.C"-. =20c..c5=15=---'Phon..c==ec..::20=2--'2=2=5·-=-56-=-=l:;_;4 _______ _ 

SOLOMON OPPOSED ATIM SlU.ES TO TRAN, BUT WQ~~ 'T ABAl'IDON PRES ID ENT 

Washington, D. c. -- Congressman Jerry Solomon (R.C.-Glens 

Falls), at a recent Congressional hearing in washington, said 

"I don't support arms sales to Iran and I never have, but I don't 

think we ought to abandon a president just because we disagree 

with him on part of the issue, no ·more than I would abandon 

President carter when he, against advice, authorized an aborted 

attempt to military rescue 52 hostages from Iran in 1980." 

Solomon said "the primary issue is the effort to establish 

:i. rcla tior.ship wi th the moderate ayatc,llc'l hs , . .rho migL i.. be t.tb :!.e t c, 

prevent a coninuation of the Islamic radical followers of Khomc i n1 

or a communist takeover should Khomeini die, which, due to age and 

health reasons, could happen in the near future." 

"In my opinion (without revealing classified information), 

the Soviets, anticipating this occurance, have been laying in w~it 

while positioning themselves for a takeover similar to their act i n n s 

in Afghanistan ... and that would be a disaster." 

Solomon also said,"instead of arms sales, there were other 

options s~~h as frozen Iranian assets that could have been used 1n 

trying to establish a relationship, but regardless, we in Congress 

ought to be working together in presenting a bipartisan foreign 

policy and not just looking to hang someone." 

(more) 

-------=.,.,--------------DISTRICTOFFICES-------------------

Sar atoca Office 
Gaslight Square 285 Broadway 

Saraqa Springs, New York 12866 
Phone 518-587-9800 

East Greenbush Office 
568 Columbia Turnpike 

East Greenbush, New York 12061 
Phone 513-477-2703 

Hudson Office 
419 Warren Street 

Hudson, New York 12534 
Phone 518-828-0181 

Glens Falls Office 
21 Bay Street 

Glens Falls, New York 12801 
Phone 518-792-3031 

Rhinebeck Office 
14 Center Street 

Rhinebeck, New York 12572 
Phone 914-876-2200 



As for the controversy over Contro aid, let's not lose 

sight of the fact that the revelations of Contra funding, as well 

as the call for an investigation, both came from inside, not 

outside, the Administration, and I commend President Reagan for 

his prompt action in bringing this matter to the public. 

I am waiting to be fully briefed on all details of this case, 

and for anyone to jump to conclusions, be they in government or 

in the media, would be worse than premature, and would surround 

the issue in more smoke than light. 

Although I have never supported arms sales to Iran, I see 

no reason whatsoever to part with President Reagan on either 

supporting freedom fighters in Nicaragua or on shaping our overall 

foreign policy and I will continue to be one of the President's 

strongest supporters in the Congress because he's "Our President" 

and in my opinion Ronald Reagan is about the best thing (politically 

speaking) thats happened to America in a long,long time. 

---- - - ·- - -- ---
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r 
Dear Mr. President: 

The Country is filled with a majority of 
and concerned citizens who recognize that this 
entire current crisis is based on the blood lust 
of the Washington p ress corps, the opportunism 
of the opposition Party and the machinations of 
America's enemies. 

That the result of this uproar is the conduct of 
the most delicate of international operations un
der klieg lights is well within the grasp of the 
average man. That this constitutes yet another 
destructive assault on our intelligence community 
is realised by a smaller number. 

But through it all there is one constant factor .. 
.. the unshakeable faith of the people in you, the 
greatest President in our history. 

It has been an immeasurable privilege to know you, 
over the years, even before the days of the steer-
ing committee of the Citizens for the Republic. I 
speak for many in saying that there is no sacrifice 
whatever that I would not make to be of help to you 
who are giving so totally to our Country. My person
al gratitude to you is unbounded and there are few 
moments in the day when you are not in my mind and 
prayers. Iam speaking as an American citizen who 
like so many others loves her Country more than 
anything else in life. 

The confidence of the people of the United States 
in you, in your ability to govern wisely against 
any handicaps, to maintain your courage and your 
buoyancy, ramins unchanged. 

With heartfelt best wishes I am sincerely 

a v~ 
Connie Armitage Antonsen 

?(_ 

( 



Dixon , Il l. ( 702 1 

Je c . 17 , 1 9P 6 

Dear Dutch : 

I gues s you will soon be taking off for the r anch . I hop e 

you hav e a wonderful Christmas with your fami ly . 

i.:y thoughts and prayers hav e be en with you and am hoping that 

2.11 t}:ese d i s t urbing events will soon b e over ~~21d the cou 1try back 

to solving j us t eve r yday affa irs . Our ch•1.rc}1 i1as be en prayinc ·fo r 

y8~ a~d th e co untry to overcome thes e difficulties . And noN you 

wil l be ~avine surgery when you get back t o Th e ~hite House , so bes t 

of l uck in the solving of that problem. 

I' m wondering if you kept your cony of the drama events of 

your contest way hac k ~P- Aur i 1 of 1930 when you wer e in t he pr ogram 

of d:can·,a at ~fo rtrmes tern Gnivers i t L oresenting "Ari a da Capo ", by E:i ::1 a 

St . Vincen t 11il lay . I have a copy of i t, maybe f r om my brother who 

was at ~orthwestern that next year , and he may have brought a copy 

of it ho;i e , or mayb e your T: om iriay have g iven '.·om a copy of it for 

you v:ere liv ing nex t doo r to us at 226 Li :1 colnway a t the t ine . /\.ny

~ay I ~ad e a copy of it and ar sending i t t o you with your Christmas 

card . Al s o I had a copy mad e of you r Lorn taken in 1 950 when she was 

back in Dixon with you . It was fro m a picture of Ne lle and me , and 

I had the photographer take her picture off of it . ~h en the pho to 

~rapher fin i shed it we found tnat there was shadowy line on her 

face , wh ich didn ' t show up on the original , and I was s o disappointed 

about that fo r it happened when it was enlarged . S 1e has just a 

hint of a s mile . 
Eappy Holidays to you al l and bes t of l uck on your surgery 

after the Holidays . 

God Bless you bo th . 

You r friend , 



GEORGF: ~ lJSH 
VICE PR~SIDEN T OF THE UN ITED STATES 
WH ITE Hl'\lJS E 

WA SH! GTON DC 20005 

THE FnLLOWJNG IS A COPY OF l MAILGRAH SENT Toi 

ALL I~PnRTANT ~ED IA • U,S,1 1 

DEAR F:DTTOR , 

AS YO!I ALL KNOW ., HY SUCCESS AS A BANO LEADER DEPE OS ON GETTING THE 
BE ST PEPFORMANCE POSSIBLE FROM HY MU SICI AN S DURING EACH ENGAGEMENT I 
PLAY~ I ~ MY RAN D WE 'RE ALL TEAM PLAYE RS , IT HA S TO BE THAT HA Y OR 
WE 1 D ~EVER GET THAT GREAT SOUND YOU HEAR ~ 

THATi~ WH Y I FEEL PRESIDENT REAGAN HAS BEE N GETTING A RAW DEAL~ FOR 
THE PAST SIX YEARS WEiVE ALL BEEN ON THE REAGAN BANDWAGON AS HE LED 
US TO Ln WE R INFLATION, LOWER INTEREST RAT ES AND A STABLE ECONOMIC 
SITUATinN AT HOME. NOW, A FEW FORMER "TEAMP LEAYERS" HAVE CHOSEN TO 
DISTANCf THEMSELVES FROM THIS GREAT PRESIDENT AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
THE MF DTA 1S PRE•OCCUPATION WITH IRAN ARMS SHIPMENT STORIES BY MAKING 
STATEMENTS DESIGNED FOR THEIR OWN POLITICAL AMBITIONS, 

ITIS TRIILY AN OUTRAGE THAT THIS HAS HAPPENED ANO IT 1 S MORE 
DETRIMENT~L TO AMERICAIS REPUTATION ABROAD THAN ANY IRANIAN ARMS 
SHIP MEN TS COULD EVER BE, DISCORD AL WAYS HA S AN UGLY SOUNO ANO THE 
DF-RISTV~NESS BY THE MEDIA HAS CREATED A CIRCUS•LIKE ATMOSPHERE WHER E 
SUSPir.IaN, SUPPOSITION AND INNUENDO REIGN, WHILE RESPONSIBLE THINKING 
IS ABSENT. 

YES, TT 1 S APPARENT THAT A FEW PEOPLE GOT CAUGHT UP IN PATRIOTIC 
FERVOR AND BENT SOME RUL~S, BUT THE PRESIDENT NOR THE VICE PRESIDEN T 
CAN BE RLAMED FOR SOMETHING THEY WOU LDN 1 T HAVE APPROVED OF TO BEGIN 
WITH

1

• 

MO ST PEnPL E THI NK THE ME DIA HA S BEEN OVER•REACTING ON THIS STORY. 
I'VE REfN I NV OLVED IN POLITICS POR MANY YEAR S AND THE PICTURE rs 
CLEAR: nNE PERSON HA S TO SET 1 THE TUNES TO BE PLAYED. IN MY BAND, 
THAT'S ~EJ IN AMERICA, TH4T'S PRESIDENT REAGA N, THE PRESIDENT ~IL L 
SURVIVE THE MED IA BACKLASH, HIS DETRACTORS WON IT SURVIVE THE PEOPLE 1S 
8ACKLtSH 1 TMERE ARE STILL MAN Y MOR E HAPPY NOTE S TO BE PLAYED BY 
PPESinE~J T REAGAN THAT WILL ~AK E AMERICA £VEN STRONGER, BU T THERE CAN 
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PA GE·~ 

BE NO MnRE DANCING UNTIL THE COUNTRY RIDS ITSELF OF ALL THE SOUR 
t> NOTES THAT WOU"LO HAVE US FORGET WHAT THE PRESIDENT HAS DONE FOR 

AMERICA'. 

AS AN AHERICAN, t BELIEVE THAT OUR ADMINISTRATION IS WORKING FOR 
WHOLE BFTTER MENT OF THIS COU TRY ANO THE WORLD , ANO I GIVE THE 
PRESinENT AND THE VICE PRESIDENT HY FULL SUPPORT. 

SINCERELY, 

LIONEL HAMPTON 
212•7A7•1222 
(CO~TACT CHUCK JO NES FOR ANY CLARIFICATIONS NECESSAR Y~) 
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THE WHITE HO USE 

WASHINGTON 

--~ /0~ 

Dear Strom: 

;:;/CLJo3 
/?£ LJLJ I 

I am deeply grateful for your sincere letter 
of encouragement. While some may not agree 
with the actions I authorized with regard to 
Iran, I am certain that most support our 
policy goals in the region: to preserve 
Iran's independence from Soviet domination; to 
bring an honorable end to the bloody Iran-Iraq 
war; and to halt the export of subversion and 
terrorism in the region. 

Strom, thank you for your continued support, 
particular y now uring these aifficult times. 
It is heartening to hear a word of encourage
ment from a valued friend when so many seem to 
offer only criticism. 

Nancy joins me in wishing you, Nancy and your 
entire family all the best at this very 
special time of year. 

Sincerely, 

The Honorable Strom~Thurmond 
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

li.EJ URNED TO J2 , ~ 8 6 1 2 2 4 
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IRAN WHITE PAPER #1 

The Iranian arms situation is a policy problem, a legal problem, 
and a political problem for the Reagan Administration. Wi th 
respect to the political aspects of the problem, a few statements 
by Democrats in Congress are revealing. 

Tip O'Neill 

The outgoing Speaker deserves a strong response from Republicans 
for his assertion that Ronald Reagan would toy with national 
security for partisan gain : 

"I still think that the most important thing 
to them was 'let's get these hostages home 
before the election, it'll help us.'" 

Associated Press, 11/14/86 

Teddy Kennedy 

The senior Senator from Massachusetts considers the Iranian debacle 
to signal "open season" on the entire Reagan agenda: 

Paul Kirk 

"It's the end of the Reagan era," said Sen. Edward 
Kennedy. "If there was any doubt that it ended with 
the election, it ended last night" with the Reagan 
news conference. 

Associated Press, 11/21/86 

The Democratic National Committee Chairman says now is the time 
f or his party to steal bases: 

Paul Kirk, the party chairman, said the crisis 
gave the party "an earlier chance than we 
expected to seize control of the national 
agenda, by speeding the onset of the post-Reagan 
era." 

New York Times, 11/27/86 
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HOW THE DEMOCRATS SEE THE CRISIS 

l l"It's the end of the Reagan era , " said Sen. Edward 
K'ennedy. "If there was any doubt that it ended with 
the election, it ended last night" with the Reag a n 
news confe,xence. / 

Associated Press, 11/21/86 / ~ 

"The natural instinct is, 'This is terrific -- it\ J 
means we' re g oing to take t he White House in / ~ 'I 
1988 '" [Rep. Michael] Barnes said. But he said 1 
that "as a party, we'd best be careful." 

--- AP, 12/2/86 

.lJ "I want people tried and convicted." 
/II : . --- l=e-=n=--·~ P::-a::--;-t -:::r:-::i=--c~k::-::-L_ e_a_h ...... Y 

UP I , 11/29 / 8 6 

"Now that the White House has shown it can't act 
responsibly or won't act respons ibly.,,we ' l] 
leg islate in some r e s ponsibility , " 
- Sen. Patrick Leahy 

Washington Post, 11/20/86 

" ... no one expects him to know what's going ) 
on. That ' s a p retty l ow standard. This 
pres ident has gotten away with not knowing / 
very much." 

Sen. Gary Hart 
Washington Post, 11/20/86 

"You can't continue to deceive the American people 
and expect us to trust him." 

Sen. John Glenn 
Washington Post, 11/20/86 

"You can't have a significant foreign policy 
initiative being undertaken without a single 
member of Congress being informed." 

Sen. Dale Bumpers 
Washington Post, 11/20/86 
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POSTSCRIPT 

"Khomeini will be somewhat of a saint when 
we get over the panic." 

Andrew Young 
Facts on File, 1979 




